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Register and get access: All Answer Keys An Advertising-Free Experience Premium / Full Screen PDFs Unlimited Access Workscards &gt; Mathematics &gt; Grade 3 &gt; Measuring Our Grade 3 measuring worksheets are designed to help students understand measuring length, weight, capacity and temperature.
Conversion between useful and metric units is also reviewed. Units of length (inch, feet, meters, miles) Metric units of length (centimeters, meters and kilometers) Measure lengths to the nearest quarter inch Measuring lengths to the nearest millimeter Switch between inches, Feet, and meters 30 ft = ___ yd Convert
between inches, feet, and meters (harder) 32 feet = ____ yd ___ft Convert between centimeters and millimeters (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimeters (no decimalal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimeters (no decimal ) 80 mm = ____cm Convert between
centimeters and millimeters (no decimal) 80 mm = ____cm Convert between centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between
centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between
centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimetres (no decimal millimeters (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm Convert between centimeters and millimetres (no decimal) 80 mm = ____cm Convert between centimeters and millimeters (no decimal) 80 mm = ____ cm
Convert between cents with decimal) 83 mm = ____ cm Convert between meter , centimeters and millimeters 8,000 cm = ____ m Reading and using a scale Units of Weight (we and pounds) Metric units of weight (grams and kilograms) Turn us and pounds 6 lb = ___ oz Convert ours and pounds (harder) 81 oz = ___ lb
___ oz Switch kilogram &amp; gram 10 kg = ____ g Read a measuring cup units capacity (cups, pints, quartet and liters) Metric units of capacity (milliliters and liters) Switch cups, pints, quartz, and gall 28 qt = ___ bile conversion cups, pints, quartz, and liter (harder) 14 C = ___ qt ___ C Switch liters &amp; milliliter 2 l =
____ml Read a thermometer (Fahrenheit &amp; C Weather and Temperature Length Problem Problem Problem Mass and Weight Word Problems Volume and Capacity Word Problems Word Problems Sample Grade 3 Measurement Worksheet You are here : Home → Worksheets → Measurement Create an unlimited
offer of worksheets for converting metric measuring units for grades 2-7. The worksheets can be made in HTML or PDF format – both are easy to print. You can also customize them using the generator below. Conversions between measuring units are studied through primary school. Typically start in Grade 2 or 3,
children practice easy conversions, such as changing a larger unit in smaller units (4 cm in 40 mm) and vice versa (300 cm = 3 m). Later they learn how to use decimal numbers in the conversions. Since the metric system is based on number 10, conversions between the units are very easy: they involve multiplication
only multiplication and divided by 10, 100, 1000, etc. On this page, you will find metric unit worksheets for: Grade 2-3 4 Grade 5 Degrees 6-7 Metric units formed with preficial Basic instructions for the worksheets Each worksheet is randomly generated and therefore unique. The answer key is automatically generated and
is placed on the second page of the file. You can generate the worksheets either in HTML or PDF format — both are easy to print. To get the PDF worksheet, simply press the Create PDF button entitled Create PDF or Make PDF worksheet. To get the worksheet in HTML format, press the View button in browser or Make
html html It has the advantage of saving the worksheet directly from your browser (select File → Save) and then edit it in Word or other word processing program. Sometimes, the generated worksheet is not exactly what you want. Just try again! To get another worksheet with same options: PDF format: get back to this
page, and press the button again. HTML format: simply refresh the worksheet page in your browser window. The conversions in the worksheet below are easy as they only involve a larger unit in smaller units (such as 3 m = _____ cm) or to write a multiple of ten of the smaller unit in terms of the larger unit (such as 50
mm = ___ cm). Whole centimeters and millimeters (3 cm = ____ mm or 70 mm = ___ cm) Check in the browser Create PDF Whole meters and centimeters (3 m = ____ cm or 500 cm = ___m) Check out in the browser Create PDF Whole kilometres and meters (7 km = ____ m or 1,000 m = ___km) View in the browser
Create PDF Kilometres, meters, and centimeters (3 km = ____ m or 100 cm = ___ m) Check in the Reader Create PDF Meters , centimeters, and millimeters (3 m = ____ cm or 40 mm = ___cm) Look in the browser Create PDF Whole kilogram and gram (8 kg = ____ g or 9,000 g = ___ kg) Check in the reader Create
PDF Whole liter and milliliters (6 L = ____ ml or 6,000 ml = ___L) View in the browser Create PDF Mixed Practice of all metric units in this section (mm, cm , m, kg, g , L, ml) In the browser Create PDF Grade 4, check in between centimeters and millimeters (3 cm 4 mm = ____ mmor 72 mm = ___ cm ___mm) Check in
browser Create PDF Switch between meters and centimeters (3 m 24 cm = ____ cmor 748 cm = ___m ___ cm) Check out in the reader Create PDF Meters, centimeters, and millimeters (3 m )4 cm = ____ cmor 72 mm = ___ cm ___ mm) Check in the reader Create PDF Link between kilograms and grams (4 kg 900 g =
____ Gor 2,490 g = ___ kg ___ g) View in browser Create PDF Switch between liters and milliliters (6 L 250 ml = ____ mlor 2,439 ml = ___ L___ ml) Look in the reader Create PDF Mixed Practice of all metric units in this section (mm, cm, m, kg, g, L, ml) View in the browser Create PDF Mixed Practice – easy (mm, cm,
m, km) View in browser Create PDF Mixed Practice – easy (mm , cm, cm, m, km, kg, g, L, ml) View in browser Create PDF Grade 5 in Grade 5, use students decimal numbers with the units of meching. For example, they convert 2.8 km into 2,800 m or 165 ml into 0.165 L. Grade 6-7 in grades 6 and 7, students continue
with decimal numbers in the conversions. They also study the different units formed with prefices at least from milli to kilo, such as millimetres, centimeters, decimeters, meters, decacmeters, hectotmeters, and kilometers. The metric system: units with prefixes The worksheet below involves the conversion between a
variety of metric units with prefixes milli, centi, deci, (basic unit), deka, hecto, and kilo. Metric system: convert between the units of length (mm, cm, dm, m, dam, hm, km) View in the browser Create PDF Metric system: between the units of weight weight cg, dg, g, day, hg, kg) View in the browser Create PDF Metric
system: convert between the units of volume (ml, cl, dl, L, dal, hl, kl) View in the browser Create PDF Metric system: convert between the units of length, weight, and volume View in browser Create PDF Use the generator to make custom worksheets for conversions between You , feet, meters, miles, ounces, cups, pints,
quartets, liters, our pounds, millimetres, centimeters, meters, kilometres, kilograms, kilograms, litres and milliliters. You can also create worksheets for the metric system: units with the prefikes milli, centi, deci, deka, hecto and kilo. Measure Units Worksheets Level of Difficulty: 1 (e.g. 2 ft = ____ in or 5 L = ____ml) 2 (e.g.
25 in = _____ ft ______ in) 3 (eg. 218 in = _____ ft ________ in) 4 (always using decimal, e.g. 5.77 ft = ______ in or 9.32 m = _____cm) The levels of trouble work a little differently depending on whether you choose individual units or conversions between all metric units. Please look at what its effect is by making a
worksheet, and then get back to this page by using the 'Back' button on your browser. Decimal numbers: Maximum number of decimal use for the smaller unit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Maximum number of decimal used for the larger unit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 6 Round answers to 0 1 2 3 4 5 digits Again, the decimal numbers work a little
differently depending on the level of problems and type conversions selected. Some problems levels for certain types of conversions will not accept decimal numbers at all. Please look at what its effect is by making a worksheet, and then get back to this page by using the 'Back' button on your browser. Conversions
between individual units - look at a number of these: Conversions in the metric system - check out any of these: km, hm, dam, m, dm, cm, mm kg, hg, day, g, dg, cg, mg cl, hl, dal, L, dl, cll, ml Page orientation: Portrait Landscape (PDF worksheet Only) Font: Arial Courier Courier New Helvetica sans-serif Times New
Roman Verdana Font Size: 8pt 9pt 10pt 11pt 12pt 13pt 13pt 14pt 16pt 18pt 18pt 18pt 24 : Border: Extra vertical space among the problems: lines Additional title &amp; instructions (HTML allowed) Key to measurement workbooks include a variety of practical experiences related to the customary units of measurement.
Group projects are included in addition to numerous individual activities. In Book 1, students learn how a linear measurement system is developed and then do activities associated with measuring length. Book 2 focuses on length, gony and area measures. In Book 3 the concept of the area is further developed, and
students are introduced to volume. Book 4 covers a variety of topics. Students experiment with weighing objects and measuring capacity, and they also learn about temperature and time. =&gt; Learn more
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